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By D. C. PORTER, M.D., D.M.R.
OPENING ADDRESS OF THE WVINTER SESSION
Royal Vi,ctoria Hospital, 9th) October, 1962
WHAT I have to do this morninig has been described by many as an honour and
a pleasure. For me too it is both, and may I say that the honour of being chosen
as your orator today is not in any way lessened by the fact that, with the passage
of time, alarmingly rapid in the past few years, my turn on the rota of orators
has inexorably come round. Nor is the pleasure dinminished by the sense of nmy
inadequacy for the task, though I assurc yotu I amii fully aware of this.
My first duty is to welconmc our students at the opening of the new hospital
session, beginning officially this morniing. I do this on behalf of the entire medical
and dental staff. In particular mlay I welconmc those of you who are in your first
hospital term and wvho are still stranigers iln what has becomle to many of uis
over the years a famiiliar anid well-loved conmnmunity.
Rcsearch into your records shows that of one hundred anid four students in
the first hospital year, eighty-six arc medical anid eighteen dental. Alnmost all the
dental students are of Ulster stock, but the mledicals hail fronm far and near.
Approxinmately one-thirdl havc come to us from ocrseas; nineteeni from Conmmonl-
wealth countries, includilg Nigeria, Ghana, Rhodesia, Keniya, Malaya, Trinidad,
British Guiana, and Mauritius. Othcr niationis represented are America, Persia,
India, Thailand, Goa, the Republic of Irelaind, and Pakistan. This picture is in
striking contrast to that of my own student days. As a resident pupil thirty years
ago I had the privilege of sharing a room in the East Wing with the only overseas
student in that year.
In bidding you welcome I know that you will have nmuch to contribute to
the life and work of this great hospital, and I know too that you will find here
every opportunity and facility to equip yourselves for your life's work. I hope
that, after not too nmanly years when you qualify anld go out fronm this school,
you will take inito whatever work you may choose andl to whatever country vou
nmay go or return something of the atmosphere of the Royal, something of the
devotion and dedication to patienit, not onlv of doctor and nurse but of entire
staff, which I believc VoU wvill find herc and which is so essential a part of the
career which you havc chosen.
You will now recognize that all the wvorld is divided into on1v two classes.
On the one hand doctors-or dentists-and on the other patients. Furthermore,
all patients to you will now appear alike. On the operating table, the X-ray
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and irrespective of class, creed or race, origin or ideology: all are basically human
with the same ills and problems, the same stresses and fears.
The relationship of doctor and patient, we are told, is changing, and the patient
today may be cured of a once fatal illness by an expert, whose name he didn't
quite catch, instead of dying with his old family doctor sitting loyally at the
bedside. I suggest to you that you will find here the expert who will be not
only known by name to the patient but whose loyalty and sympathy will
contribute much to his reassurance and recovery.
You are starting your hospital work at a peculiarly interesting and exciting
stage in the development of teaching hospitals in the United Kingdom, and not
since the opening of the present main hospital building in 1903 have we had
such an extensive programme of rebuilding and new building to accommodate
the ever-expanding needs of investigation and treatment for the patient and the
ever-lengthening syllabus for the student.
On this site an ophthalmic and ear, nose and throat hospital, an out-patient
block, operating theatres, a radiology department, and a dental school are but
part of a vast development scheme costing several millions, and much of the
work on these buildings will be completed during your student days. The
ophthalmic hospital and the theatre and radiology block are already familiar
outlines against the diminishing landscape of the Black Mountain and Cavehill.
The loss of our mountains is an item on the debit side-for I believe successive
generations of students, doctors, nurses, and patients have looked away to these
hills to find refreshment and strength. Later building projects include multi-
storey ward blocks, a new central laboratory, and a medical staff residence. These
facilities with the present university and clinical science accommodation, providing
always that staffing is adequate, will ensure that this hospital will remain, as it
has stood for more than a century in the forefront of British teaching hospitals.
The opening of the new X-ray block will mark an epoch in the history of
radiology in this school. I have chosen as the subject of my address to you this
morning "The New Photography," and in thumbing through the pages of the
story of this relatively young branch of medicine I hope to tell you a little of
its history in our own school.
Brief mention must first be made of some of the great experimental scientists
whose work made available an ancillary to diagnosis and treatment of disease of
which it has been said, "Only the discovery of anaesthesia is reckoned to have
been a greater boon to mankind."
Wilhelm Conrad R6ntgen is, of course, the first name you will expect me to
mention, and rightly so. But, as Sir Isaac Newton has so modestly said of his
own work, "If I have seen further than others it is because I stood on the shoulders
of giants." R6ntgen was very much aware too that he stood on the shoulders
of others and that his discovery was the culminating triumph of more than two
centuries of patient scientific research.
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to build, and what did they achieve?
William Gilbert, physician to Queen Elizabeth in the latter half of the sixteenth
century, has been called the father of electric and magnetic science. Galileo,
in the University of Pisa, a little later was evolving the principle of the air-pump.
In these two lines of scientific research the production of electricity and the
reduction of the pressure of a gas in a vessel by the air-pump, lie the beginnings
of X-ray technology.
In the year 1650 Von Guericke, of Magdeburg, devised both the first frictional
electrical machine and the first mechanical air-pump; but it was Francis Hauksbee
in England, more than a half a century later, who first combined these two aspects
of Von Guericke's work, by his experiments on electrical discharges in vacuo.
Robert Boyle, youngest son of the first Earl of Cork-often referred to as the
Father of Chemistry, and Isaac Newton were both active in these fields of
scientific research at that time.
A little later Sir Humphrey Davy, West Country chemist and metallurgist, not
only gave us the miner's safety lamp and described the effects of the inhalation
of laughing gas, he deserves a place in our radiological gallery as the first scientist
to use an electric current for the decomposition of gases. He was also the
discoverer of several metals, including barium and strontium.
Now Humphrey Davy, whilst Professor of Chemistry at the Royal Institution,
had a technician or lab. boy called Michael Faraday. He was the son of a
London blacksmith and eventually succeeded his chief in the Chair of Chemistry
in the Royal Institution. Faraday's great interest lay in the close relationship
between moving electricity and moving magnetism, and he laid the foundation
ofmodern electrical engineering by his monumental discovery of electro-magnetic
induction. An early development of this was the induction coil of Ruhmkorff
which,soon replaced the frictional electrical machines as a more convenient means
of producing high tension current. The transformer and the electric motor and
generator followed quickly and naturally.
The phenomena associated with the discharge of electricity through rarefied
gases, though defying explanation, were quite well known in the early nineteenth
century. It was found that as the gas pressure in the vessel was reduced, the
length of spark produced by a given strength of current became greater till
eventually the discharge became silent and brightly coloured.
At this stage a skilful German glass-blower-Geissler, in 1835, became famous
for the Geissler or vacuum tubes containing traces of different gases which gave
beautiful luminous discharges. These we know today as neon lights, and they
enliven our great cities at night. In these the positive column of light fills the
tube which can be bent into letters or fantastic shapes. Red neon light is
extremely bright and will pierce fog or mist. It is used for beacons at aerodromes
and was particularly valuable before the introduction of Decca navigation. But
at even lower gas pressures the positive column of light disappears and a dark
space around the cathode extends to fill the whole tube. This dark space was first
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Fdescribed by Sir William Crookes about 1870 and is known as the Crookes'
dark space. Crookes was a London scientist of vigorous imagination, who, with
the advantage of more efficient vacuum pumps, contributed much to the develop-
ment of the cathode-ray tube to which his name is attached and which we know
so well today.
Many of the modern electronic devices with which we are familiar, the X-ray
tube, television, radar, and much of Telstar's electronic equipment have their
origin in the fundamental work carried out by Crookes in this period. Indeed
it has been said quite recently that perhaps the finest monument to Crookes'
work is the radio-telescope at Jodrell Bank.
It is obvious that Crookes on occasion must have generated X-rays in abund-
ance and he, with other workers in this field in Europe and America, recorded
the inexplicable fogging of wrapped photographic plates, a mystery which was
cleared up only by Rontgen's discovery several years later.
The Crookes' dark space led to much research in Germany, and the work of
Hittorf, Goldstein, Hertz, and Lenard should be mentioned. Goldstein referred
to that remarkable motion which radiates from the cathode in rarefied gases.
Although the tube was dark, something was present which caused the wall of
the tube to fluoresce and furthermore an object, for example mica, if placed
between the cathode and the glass wall of the tube, cast a shadow in the
fluorescence. The German workers thought this something was an invisible ray
and Goldstein, in 1876, called it the cathode ray--a name we retain to this day.
It was Crookes, however, who hazarded the guess that the ray consisted of
fast-moving particles, smaller than atoms or molecules of the gas-a fourth state
of matter or radiant matter. This shrewd speculation was prophetic in the light
of the discovery of the electron in 1897 by J. J. Thomson, Cavendish Professor
at Cambridge.
Thomson's work on the nature of the cathode ray and on the conduction of
electricity through gases was contemporary with that of Rontgen in Germany,
but it was not until two years after Rontgen's discovery that Thomson isolated
the electron. Writing of these two great men, Thomson and Rontgen, Lord
Ravleigh says, "Their work ultimately coalesced, mutually fertilizing one
another." Later work by Thomson and his brilliant team, including Lord
Rutherford, on the positive rays of the cathode tube was to prove of immense
value in the study of new atomic groupings and in isotope chemistry.
But it was left to Rontgen to stumble oln the all-important truth that the
impact of the cathode rays on the glass wall of the tube gave rise to another
ray-something quite new and different, which he called the X-ray. Rontgen
made his momentous discovery by the chance observation of fluorescence of a
sheet of paper painted with barium platino-cyanide, a compound well known for
its property of emitting light with cathode rays and still widely used in the
manufacture of fluorescent screens. The phenomenon was noted, however, at
some little distance from the cathode ray tube and was obviously different from
the fluorescence on the wall of the tube itself. In the sense that most discoveries
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stance connected with the discovery of X-rays was the fact that their detection
had been missed for so many years by so many workers.
The historic date was Friday, 8th November, 1895. Rontgen was in his fiftieth
year and held the position of Director of the Physical Institute of the University
of Wurzburg, Bavaria. He kept his own counsel for several weeks, telling
neither his staff nor his wife of his startling discovery. About six weeks later,
on the 28th December, he submitted his paper, "On a New Kind of Rays," to
the Physical Medical Society of Wurzburg. With characteristic thoroughness he
set out quite clearlv the source of the rays, their penetration of an object
depending on its density and thickness, their properties of exciting fluorescence
and affecting a photographic plate. Also the absence of reflection, refraction,
deflection, and focusing of the rays. The paper was supplemented by shadow
pictures of many objects, including the bones of the hand. To these basic
observations little of fundamental value has been added over the years.
Rontgen had taken the trouble to have his paper printed and circulated to the
leading physicists in Germany, Britain, and America, before reading it to the
Physical Medical Society of his own university, and it was probably this rapid
dissemination of his discovery which made such a tremendous impact on the
world. One of the British physicists to whom Rontgen sent his paper was Lord
Kelvin of Glasgow. Kelvin, formerly Sir William Thomson, was born in Belfast
and educated for a time at Inst., where his father, James Thomson, was Professor
of Mathematics. This Thomson is not to be confused with Sir Joseph, always
referred to as Sir J. J. Thomson, of the Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, about
whom I have been speaking. Both made outstanding contributions to the early
physics of radiology.
The story of Rontgen's life and work by Otto Glasser is one of the great
scientific biographies of this century, and is, I imagine, familiar to many of you.
In it Glasser writes, "Within a few days after the discovery of the rays Rontgen's
name suddenly had become known in the most distant outposts of human culture.
The modest scientist in his simple Wurzburg Institute could scarcely understand
that he was being surrounded with a glory such as no man of science had ex-
perienced previously. Yet he wvell appreciated the significance of his discovery
and when submitting his communication for publication he said to his wife,
'Now the devil will be to pay.'"
Rontgen's outlook on physics remained thoroughly classical and this is surprising
as his basic training was, to say the least, irregular, if not completely lacking.
Born at Lennep in the German Rhineland in 1845, his youth was spent in Holland,
to which his parents emigrated when he, an only child, was 3 years old. He
had a chequered school life at Utrecht. Expelled from school because of loyalty
to a fellow-student in a harmless prank, he had the greatest difficulty in
continuing his education. He failed to matriculate at Utrecht University, where
later he was offered the Chair of Physics, which he perhaps understandably
refused. After much disappointment he eventually entered the Polytechnical
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physicist but as a mechanical engineer. During his years in Zurich, he was
greatly influenced by August Kundt, the young Professor of Physics, who
persuaded him to spend a further year working in his laboratories observing the
effects of gases on conductivity. At the end of that year he published his thesis
on "Studies on Gases," and for this he obtained a Doctorate of Philosophy. There
were many setbacks in his early life, and again and again the fact that he had
failed to matriculate blocked his progress. He possessed, however, a great love
of experimental physics and an aptitude for careful and accurate observation,
and these, together with sheer industry, overcame for him these tremendous
early obstacles.
Further details of this remarkable career, I must omit, as also the story of his
love of mountaineering in the Swiss Alps, and of his marriage to the Swiss
innkeeper's daughter, Bertha Ludwig. It was undoubtedly the happiest of
marriages, but long years of scientific bachelorhood inevitably led to minor
domestic troubles from time to time. For these emergencies, however, the great
man developed a technique, and we read that when he and Bertha disagreed in
the city he simply hailed a cab, bundled her in, paid the fare, and sent her home.
The notoriety which followed R6ntgen's discovery was perhaps largely due
to the lay press which, finding that science had a news value, devoted much space
to the invisible light which could penetrate the stoutest clothing. Public response
was magnificent. Morality brigades were formed overnight to resist to the death
the destruction of all decency and privacy. A London firm rose to the occasion
and made -a fortune from the sale of X-ray proof underwear. New York was
also in the van with a determined attempt to obtain legislation against the use
of X-rays in opera-glasses in the theatres. Harvey Graham writes, "Slowly and
with some disapopintment the general public realized that an X-ray picture was
not pornographic nor ever likely to be." New York and London grinned a
little shamefacedly, and thereafter left the X-rays to physicians and surgeons
who seemed to find an unaccountable delight in the disappointingly moral shadow
pictures.
Congratulations and honours were literally heaped upon Rontgen. Among these
was the first Nobel Prize for Physics in 1901. Essentially shy and modest, he
declined endless invitations to lecture. He would not consent to address either
the Reichstag or the British Association. He declined the title 'Von' and the offer
of the Presidency of the Reichanstalt. He refused to derive any financial
advantage from his discovery and strongly opposed all attempts to name the new
rays the Rontgen ravs. In his will he left his Nobel Prize to the University of
Wurzburg, but this, with his entire personal fortune, became valueless as a result
of deflation after the First World War.
But R6ntgen's reward was great. Before his death in his seventy-eighth year
on 10th February, 1923, he had ample proof of the tremendous benefits his
work had brought to medicine and industry and he derived great consolation
from the knowledge that his discovery had done so much to relieve the suffering
of wounded-both friend and foe-during the war years.
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acceptance of this new method in medicine and there were few hospitals which
did not establish an X-ray department. Boards of management and hospital
committes then, as now, played a valuable part in the evolution of radiology
and again and again the early records tell of the enlightened support given by
them to the physician in charge of electrical treatment or as he was in some
cases referred to as the medical electrician. The early simple radiographs were
quickly improved upon by the introduction of contrast media to various parts of
the body before or during radiography. Bismuth, in 1900, and later barium,
added greatly to the diagnostic value of X-rays in the gastro-intestinal tract.
Air, as a contrast, was introduced into the cerebral ventricles as early as 1918.
But it was the halogens and in particular iodine, also first introduced in 1918,
which contributed most to the improvement of X-ray techniques. Selective
iodine compounds of low toxicity and rapid absorption and excretion can now
-with safety be used to demonstrate almost every hollow viscus, duct, and vessel
of the body.
Progress on the clinical side has been possible only because our men of science
and technology have continued to give us equipment with which to do better
and safer work. All improvements have aimed at clearer diagnostic pictures with
less radiation to patient and operator.
Let me hark back to the early days. In the records of St. Thomas's Hospital
we- find that, in 1896, a chest plate of a girl aged 10 years had an exposure of
thirty minutes. A picture was taken of the wrist of a man of 40 in twenty minutes
and of a finger in five minutes. A hip joint had an exposure of one hour. A
45-minute exposure to the skull resulted ten days later in complete epilation over
the temporal region. This, however, soon passed, and in three months the hair
had grown again. Later another skull radiograph produced temporal epilation,
followed by a blister and an ulcer two inches square. This took three weeks to
heal. In spite of these appalling hazards the number of cases coming for ex-
amination increased. And so it has continued to increase ever since. With modern
techniques, however, exposures seldom exceed a few seconds and with filtration
of the more harmful soft radiation, few, if any, in this audience can have seen
an X-ray burn from diagnostic radiation.
The technical achievements which have led to this happy change are many
and complex, but a few should be mentioned. The first real advance was the
hot cathode tube, invented by Coolidge in 1913. With this the quantity and
quality of X-rays produced could be accurately determined, and this tube,
modified and improved, has not yet been superseded. Once the tube had been
perfected, power units soon improved, the transformer replaced the coil and
valves replaced mechanical rectifiers. Doctors Potter and Bucky, in 1916, in-
troduced the lead strip diaphragm which, by cutting out secondary radiation,
improved out of all recognition the detail on the film. Meantime photographic
film was being improved and, in 1918, the double-coated film was introduced,
and with it the double intensifying screens which together have cut down
exposure times very considerably.
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interesting to learn of the localisation of foreign bodies entirely by screen ex-
amination and careful note-making during the First World War.- Radiation
dosage received by patient and staff in these sessions must have been enormous.
But with research on the electronics of the screen image and in close association
with advances in television, came the idea of image intensification. By means of
the modern image intensifier it is possible with the same amount of radiant energy
from the X-ray tube to produce a fluoroscopic image about one thousand times
brighter than can be obtained by the orthodox method. This allows more- pro-
longed screening without radiation danmage to the patient and with a greatly
improved screen image and perhaps best of all-in subdued daylight, rather tha'n
in total darkness.
Prolongation of the screen image has made cineradiography possible and this
is now being used increasingly in the study of the function of the gastro-
intestinal tract, the cardiovascular, and other systems of the body.
Closed circuit television, as you already know, has great potential value in
clinical teaching, and in radiology too it is being used increasingly in conjunction
with the image intensifier, either for viewing beside the patient or by a system
of monitors for teaching in classroom or remote viewing in the operating theatre.
One of the latest applications of electronic development to radiology is that
of the Videotape, already widely used in commercial television. With this a
simultaneous recording of the television screen image of the patient can be made
without even the small additional radiation required for cine recording and
without the relatively elaborate and time-consuming processing of cine film.
These modern techniques of image amplification, cine radiography, television,
and Videotape recording, while retaining much of the value of conventional still
film techniques in outlining anatomy and patholog-y, will lead to a much greater
emphasis on- the study of physiology and disturbance of function and must
therefore increase tremendously the value of our diagnostic work.
As I have already said, before you qualify you will'see comple'ted, thanks to
those committees, authorities, and ministries which plan and provide for'us, a
department of radiodiagnosis in which these modern facilities will be available.
In this hospital the importance of the new photography was quickly realized.
At the Medical Staff Meeting of the old Belfast Royal Hospital-in Frederick
Street-on 9th July, 1896, only six months after R6ntgen's announcement,
Doctors Mitchell and Caldwell, with the Registrar, were appointed to investigate
the best means and apparatus for the use of the R6ntgen rays and to report to
the staff. At this time X-ray pictures were already being taken in the firm of
John Clarke & Co., by one whose name I have been unable to trace. After
negotiations with this pioneer radiographer Dr. Caldwell eventually received a
letter dated 23rd November, 1896, from the firm of John Clarke & Co., then
of Corporation Street. It stated:
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spark, an accumulator to suit, a best quality Crookes' vacuum tube, and a
fluorescent screen, as well as an operator, as often as nmay be agreed upon-
say one day in the fortnight-but not more frequently than one day a week
at the hospital.
"We shall also be prepared to attend to all cases conming to our premises
(68 Victoria Street) and supply photographs if required, not exceeding two
in each case-extra copies one shilling each-for the sum of £1 per month."
This letter was forwarded as the first staff recomminiendation on radiology, to
the Board of Management. It was done quite simply by a note scribbled across
the top in pencil saying: "A good arrangement, try for a year," and signed by
the then Chairman of Staff, T. K. Wheeler-father of our present Chairman.
After the year's trial we find a further recomnmendation from the Medical Staff
to the Board of Management:
"Referring to the use of the Rontgen Ray Photography during the past
year in your hospital, the Staff have to report that Messrs. John Clarke & Co.
have nmade use of the radiograph fifty tinmes. They think, however, the results
obtained might be improved upon and would suggest that during the coming
year Messrs. Lizars should be invited to undertake the work."
This was not surprising because Messrs. Lizars in Wellington Place had on
their staff a veritable genius in electronics whose name will be known to some
of you, the late Mr. J. C. Carson. He was taking successful radiographs and later
giving X-ray treatments at their premises and was also (with his jaunting car)
carrying on a domiciliary X-ray service at 10/- a tinme.
Another early radiographer was a younig miian then serving his apprenticeship
in his grand-uncle's firm of manufacturing chemists, Thonlas Frederick Storey-
still well known to many of us. Such young men with their 'nmagic' shadows
were in great demand not only in the downtown music halls but in more respect-
able and fashionable gatherings in the neighbourhood of the Botanic Gardens.
These conversaziones, as they were called, have beeni described to me most
colourfully by Prof. P. T. Crymble.
Radiography at the Royal continued in the hands of Mr. Carson for the next
few years. Meantime, however, on the 24th June, 1899, a Mr. Rankin had been
elected as one of four resident pupils. John Campbell Rankin was to become
one of the most brilliant and beloved physicians ever to hold an appointment
onl this hospital staff. He had many medical interests and was an early bacteri-
ologist of repute. His greatest interests, however, were to be in electrical
medicine, both treatment and diagnosis, and in venereology. In those early days
Dr. Rankin spent several months in Copenhagen to acquire a knowledge of
electrical therapy, particularly of the Finsen light treatment for lupus. He also
worked for six months in Vienna in 1903, where he learned much about X-rays
and dermatology. Soon after this the staff recommended that the services of a
young medical man be obtained to take charge of the electrical department, and
in November, 1903, Dr. Rankin was appointed "electrician."
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room in their home at that time, at the corner of Mount Charles. The ceiling
was literally festooned with wires and behind a screen her brother happily
examined and X-rayed his patients.
Radiologists have acquired a reputation for expansion and expenditure.
Dr. Rankin was no exception. On 13th September, 1904, he reported to the staff
that he was greatly cramped for want of space in the electrical department and
that he required a new tube value £3.
In our Medical Library you will find a most interesting little Atlas of Skiagrams,
illustrating the development of the teeth. This was published in 1908 by Johnston
Symington, then Professor of Anatomy, and J. C. Rankin. The excellent radio-
graphs are of anatomical dissections, carefully and beautifully made by Dr. P. T.
Crymble. Professor Crymble is still energetically teaching us radiological
anatomy in the university.
In 1911 Dr. Rankin was appointed to the visiting staff of the hospital and a
year later new diagnostic X-ray equipment was purchased and placed under his
care. The total cost of this new installation, including the darkroom equipment,
was a little over £400.
The volume of diagnostic X-ray work was still small, and in 1914 only one
hundred plates were taken. Like most medical and surgical techniques, radiology
developed rapidly during the First World War, and by 1919-1920 over three
thousand patients per year were being X-rayed. It was then clear that this new
aid to diagnosis was to be used increasingly and that more radiologists would
be required.
In 1919 Dr. Maitland Beath was appointed Clinical Assistant to Dr. Rankin.
This was a fortunate choice. Robert Maitland Beath will be remembered, not
only as a radiologist, but as one of the most outstanding students and graduates
of this medical school. Well known in London and internationally, he was a
tremendous asset to British radiology in those comparatively early days. He was
one of the first Presidents of the Faculty of Radiologists. His death in 1940 was
an immeasurable loss to our medical community, a loss felt particularly by his
partner, Sir Frank Montgomery, for the inseparable names of Beath and
Montgomery were synonymous with radiology as we know it in this hospital
today.
On the technical side also we have been no less fortunate. In 1919 Mr. R. M.
Leman was appointed radiographer to the hospital. I need not tell you what
radiography in the Royal, in Northern Ireland, and indeed in Britain, owes to
R. M. Leman, whose name over the past forty years has become legendary in
our Ulster X-ray departments.
To continue the story of radiology in our own school would lead me further
from the realm of history. The dominant note of the past quarter-century has
been the anticipation of a department of radiodiagnosis for which the original
plans were drawn and approved in 1937. World War II, however, altered the
entire conception of hospital development, and only now is this dream coming
126true. You will have read in your newspaper that the cost of the X-ray equipment
alone for our new department wNill be almost half as much again as the original
cost of the entire hospital when built in 1903. The Press commentator continued:
"I am sure this shows us something but I anm not sure what it is. . . ." What
does this enormous expenditure on X-ray equipment shoxv us? One thing among
many which I believe it teaches is that there is a direct relationship between cost
of equipment, accuracy of diagnosis, and control of radiological hazard to both
patient and staff. It has been said that ultimate perfection in any field entails
infinite expeniditure and this truth is surelv reflected in the high cost and excellence
of our new X-ray equipment. One thing is not shown us: that wvhich the
Americans refer to as "Built in obsolescence," but I am confident that with the
careful planning and provision of equipment in our new department this will
not be a feature of radiodiagnosis in this hospital for many years to come.
I have tried to tell you a little about the birth and growth of radiology and
about the man to whonm nmore than anyone else we owe the discovery of X-rays.
If we can learn anvthing from all this I believe it is simply that in our work
meticulous attention to detail and careful observation with correct interpretation
of findings, withouit necessarily great brilliance, and perhaps with a little luck,
may and can result in that step forward for which the world may have waited
for years and without which further progress in a given direction cannot be made.
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